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We consider metallic alloys of Cu* , Cu, and Cu** in which the atoms differ only in their atomic
radii and examine how the size ratio affects the local orders in the alloy systems. These studies use
molecular dynamics simulations in which the atomic interactions are modeled with a Sutton–Chen
many-body potential. Considering rapid cooling of these binary and ternary alloys from the melt, we
find three regimes defined by the magnitude of atomic size ratiol ~l<1.0!: with ~i! large size ratios
of 0.95,l<1.0, crystallization occurs;~ii ! with moderate size ratios of 0.60<l<0.95, a glass phase
forms; and~iii ! with small size ratios ofl,0.60, the alloy phase separates into pure phases and
crystallize. From analyzing the structures of these binary and ternary alloys, we find that the liquid
phase is characterized by local structures in which bonded atoms have local fivefold symmetry,
which becomes more prominent as the glass phase forms. For phases that crystallize this local
fivefold symmetry disappears as the long-range order of the crystalline phase dominates. The
fivefold symmetry in the glass phase is mainly due to the icosahedral cluster formation.
Energetically, the formation of icosahedral cluster is favored at the atomic size ratio ofl;0.85,
which is close to thel at which our analyses shows the maximum in the fivefold symmetry and the
number of icosahedral clusters. Asl decreases further, the phase separation is observed. The
fivefold symmetry character and the number of icosahedral cluster shows the local minimum at this
onset of the phase separation. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1615494#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Formation of glasses plays an important role in ma
technologies, ranging from silica glass, to amorphous se
conductors, to polymers, to amorphous metals. Con
quently, the glass transition has been studied in many m
rials, including polymers~e.g., Polystyrene!, metallic alloys
~e.g., Pd0.4Ni0.4P0.2), ionic systems~e.g., BeF2), and hydro-
gen bonded systems~e.g., H2O, C2H5OH).1 Particularly dif-
ficult to form have been glasses of metallic alloys. This
because the highly symmetric building blocks~atoms! and
isotropic interactions~metallic bonding! are quite compatible
with forming long-range order.

The first discovery of a metallic glass was Au4Si and,
subsequently, many different types of metallic glass allo
have been produced and characterized.2–4 Some of these me
tallic glasses exhibit desirable properties for industrial ap
cations, such as low magnetic hysteresis losses~Fe or Co
based alloy!, high mechanical strength~high yield strength

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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and high elastic strain limit!, and high corrosion resistanc
relative to crystalline alloys with the same composition3

However, practical applications have been limited by t
high cooling rate (105– 106 K/s) required to form the glass
and the difficulty of making bulk~millimeter scale! sized
samples.4

Recently, new generations of alloys capable of formin
bulk metallic glass~BMG! have been developed by Johns
et al.5 The first family of BMGs ~with compositions like
Zr41.2Ti13.8Cu12.5Ni10.0Be22.5, referred to as Vitreloy 1! form
metallic glasses with critical cooling rates of only 1 K/s su
ficient to suppress crystallization.6 Thus Vitreloy 1 has been
used to form fully glassy rods with diameters of 5 to 10 cm4

This development of BMG forming alloys enables both i
dustrial applications and experimental study of the gl
transition and the thermodynamics of supercooled liquid
metallic system.4

The discovery of these new generations of BMGs w
guided by qualitative reasoning about relative melting a
crystallization temperatures of various phases and the rol
atomic size ratio~topological disorder! and valence electron
il:
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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9859J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 18, 8 November 2003 Criteria for formation of metallic glasses
configuration~chemical disorder! in promoting glass forma-
tion while frustrating crystallization.4 In particular, the
atomic size ratio is found to be crucial to frustrate t
crystallization.7,8 Although such qualitative ideas have be
useful in making progress, it would be valuable to have
more quantitative understanding of the size ratio effect
promote glass formation and of how this changes as
considers more complex alloys. In addition to that, know
edge of the size ratio effect on the local ordering and ph
separation behavior in the glass forming liquid would
interesting both scientifically and for industrial application
such as controlling of crystallization, fabrication of compo
ites, and production of multiphasein situ composites by
partial crystallization.

As a first step toward providing this more quantitati
understanding and the detailed knowledge of the local or
ing and phase separation behavior, we report here system
studies of the glass forming properties for a series of bin
and ternary metallic alloys as a function of the atomic s
ratio ~l!. These studies use molecular dynamics~MD! with
the Sutton–Chen~SC! many-body force field developed t
described metallic systems.9

We find three regimes of phase behavior upon cooling
a rate of 431012K/s, defined by the magnitude of the siz
ration l ~l<1.0!. Whenl is close to 1.0, the crystallizatio
occurs upon cooling. In the alloy withl<0.95, glass transi-
tion occurs. Examining the details of the changes of struc
in the liquid and glass phases, we find that icosahedra do
nate the local order in metallic glasses, withl;0.85 most
favoring the formation of icosahedral clusters. Finally, pha
separation is observed asl decreases. The onset of pha
separation isl;0.75 for the binary system andl;0.80
for the ternary system. Section II outlines the methods
computational details while Sec. III reports the results a
discussions.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

A. Force-field and parameters

Many studies of glass formation have used MD a
Monte Carlo methods based on systems described
Lennard-Jones pair potentials.10 Such simulations provide a
important theoretical means to study the properties
glasses, including the nature of the glass transition. Howe
pair potentials have intrinsic limitations for application
metallic systems. For example, homogeneous systems
scribed with pair potentials always satisfy the Cauchy re
tion C125C44 between elastic constants, whereas meta
systems typically strongly disobey the Cauchy relation.11 In
addition, pair potentials do not capture the effects of elect
density on bonding that plays a dominant role in the phys
properties of metallic systems. Thus, we believe that i
essential to include many-body interactions in studying
phase behavior of metals and metal alloys. In this work
chose to use the Sutton–Chen~SC! potential,9 which has a
simple power law form and relatively long-range charact

The SC many-body potential has the form
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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F 1
2(

j Þ i
« i j V~r i j !2ci« i i r i

1/2G , ~1!

V~r i j !5 S a i j

r i j
D n

, ~2!

r i5(
j Þ i

f~r i j !5(
j Þ i

S a i j

r i j
D m

, ~3!

where r i j is the distance between atomi and j. V(r i j ) is a
repulsive pair potential between atomsi andj, accounting for
the Pauli repulsion between the core electrons. The cohe
associated with atomi is captured in a local energy densi
r i . « sets the overall energy scale andci is a dimensionless
parameter scaling the attractive term.a is a length paramete
leading to a dimensionless form forV andr.

The force-field parameters for the SC potential were
timized to reproduce experimental properties such as den
cohesive energy, bulk modulus, elastic constants, pho
dispersion, vacancy formation energy, and surface energ
calculating these properties, we included quantum corr
tions, leading to the quantum Sutton–Chen, or Q-SC fo
field.12 The Q-SC parameter set for Cu used in this study
presented in Table I12 and has been employed successfully
earlier studies.8,13

For alloys we use the following combination rules
describe the interaction between different types of atoms

« i j 5A« i i « j j , ~4!

ni j 5
1
2~ni1nj !, ~5!

mi j 5
1
2~mi1mj !, ~6!

a i j 5Aa i i a j j . ~7!

These combination rules are expected to describe the con
tration dependencies of the lattice parameters and ela
constants of alloy systems with good accuracy.14

B. Molecular dynamics „MD… studies of alloy systems

To determine the effect of atomic size ratio on the gla
transition and crystallization, we changed only the lattice
rametera of the atoms. By changing only the lattice param

TABLE I. ~a! Parameters for the quantum Sutton–Chen~Q-SC! many-body
potential for Cu.~b! The lattice constant~a!, cohesive energy (Ecoh), elastic
constants (Ci j ), and bulk modulus~B! calculated using the Q-SC force fiel
parameters in TtN molecular dynamics calculations. Unless otherwise
cated the computed values are for the minimized structures. These value
compared to experimental~Expt.! values at T50 K, unless otherwise
indicated.

« ~meV! c m n a ~Å!

~a!
Cu 5.7921 84.843 5 10 3.603

a(T50 K)
~A!

a(T5300 K)
~A!

Ecoh

~eV!
C11

~GPa!
C12

~GPa!
C44

~GPa!
B

~GPa!

~b!
Expt. 3.603 3.615 3.49 176.2 124.9 81.8 142
Q-SC 3.603 3.622 3.49 164.5 114.5 71.0 131
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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eter, we introduced Cu* and Cu** , with the same«, c, n, and
m force field parameters as Cu. The final size parameters
Cu* and Cu** are given in Table II. Note that thel param-
eter is the size ratio ofadjacentsized atoms, i.e., Cu* to
Cu** in the binary system and Cu* to Cu or Cu to Cu** in
the ternary system.

The binary system is composed of 50% Cu* atoms and
50% Cu** atoms with size ratiol5aCu* /aCu** while the
ternary system is composed of 1/3Cu* , 1/3Cu, and 1/3Cu**
with size ratiol5aCu* /aCu5aCu/aCu** .

The MD simulations were performed using systems w
500 atoms per periodic cell.~For the ternary system we use
167 Cu* and Cu** atoms and 166 Cu atoms.! We used the
Parinello–Rahman–Hoover formalism to describe cons
temperature constant stress~TtN! conditions.15 The integra-
tion step is chosen to be 1 fs for both high and low tempe
ture simulations.

To generate the liquid phase for each of various allo
we started with a FCC lattice of Cu** ~large atom! and ran-
domly substituted the lattice site with the smaller atoms~Cu*
and Cu!. This minimized the disturbances caused by s
mismatch. Then we equilibrated this alloy for 50 ps with T
dynamics atT5300 K and zero pressure to obtain the sta
ing density. This was followed by a heating cycle in whi
the system was heated from 300 to 1600 K in increment

TABLE II. Atom size parameters for the binary and ternary model al
systems. The parameterl is defined as the size ratio of Cu* to Cu** in the
binary system and Cu* to Cu and Cu to Cu** in the ternary system. Thes
size parameters were chosen to keep constant the geometric mean of th
parameters for Cu* and Cu** , a i j 5Aa i i a j j .

l Cu* Cu**

~a! Binary system
0.50 2.54 771 5.09 541
0.55 2.67 206 4.85 828
0.60 2.79 087 4.65 145
0.65 2.90 483 4.46 897
0.70 3.01 449 4.30 641
0.75 3.12 029 4.16 039
0.80 3.22 262 4.02 828
0.85 3.32 180 3.90 800
0.90 3.41 811 3.79 790
0.95 3.51 177 3.69 660
1.00 3.60 300 3.60 300

l Cu* Cu Cu**

~b! Ternary system
0.50 1.80 150 3.60 300 7.20 600
0.55 1.98 165 3.60 300 6.55 091
0.60 2.16 180 3.60 300 6.00 500
0.65 2.34 195 3.60 300 5.54 308
0.70 711 2.54 771 3.60 300 5.09 541
0.74 162 2.67 206 3.60 300 4.85 828
0.77 460 2.79 087 3.60 300 4.65 145
0.80 623 2.90 483 3.60 300 4.46 897
0.83 666 3.01 449 3.60 300 4.30 641
0.86 603 3.12 029 3.60 300 4.16 039
0.89 443 3.22 262 3.60 300 4.02 828
0.92 195 3.32 180 3.60 300 3.90 800
0.94 868 3.41 811 3.60 300 3.79 790
0.97 468 3.51 177 3.60 300 3.69 660
1.00 3.60 300 3.60 300 3.60 300
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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100 K for 25 ps. We found that all systems melted belo
1400 K, but we continued to heat to 1600 K to ensure
well-equilibrated melt. The cooling cycle consisted of a sim
lar sequence in which we cooled the sample to 300 K, ag
in decrements of 100 K for 25 ps.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The heating and cooling cycles for the Cu 50* Cu50**
with lÄ1.0

Figure 1 shows the results for a single heating-cool
cycle of the binary Cu50* Cu50** system withl51.0. This rep-
resents the special case in which all atoms are identica
Cu. We melted the system by increasing the temperatur
100 K increments and equilibrating for 25 ps at each te
perature, leading to a heating rate of 431012K/s. This leads
to an initial estimate of the melting temperature by the sh
discontinuity in the volume@Fig. 1~a!# betweenT51200 K
and 1400 K. To obtain a more precise estimate of the mel
temperature, we reduced the temperature increment by a
tor of 5 to 20 K and decreased the simulation time length
a factor of 5 to 5 ps to maintain a constant heating rate. T
leads to the variation of volume versus temperature in F
1~a!, which shows a distinct jump in volume~first-order
phase transition! corresponding to melting temperature
Tm51360 K610 K. This is quite close to the experimental
determined melting temperatureTm51358 K for pure Cu.16

The cooling cycle is also shown in Fig. 1~a!, where we
find crystallization atTx5650 K650 K. This is far below
theTm due to the very rapid cooling rate, 431012K/s, which
leads to considerable supercooling. The final state of
quenched sample at 300 K is a crystal, which is determi
by examining the radial distribution function~RDF! at 300 K
as shown in Fig. 1~b!. For the starting alloy at 300 K the
RDF shows the peaks of a FCC structure ats,&s,)s, 2s,
etc., wheres is the first nearest neighbor distance. In t
melt at 1600 K these secondary peaks are gone. Howe
the quenched structure shows that the FCC pattern is alm
recovered. Here the maxima in the third and higher peaks
reduced somewhat but the positions remain the same.
reduction occurs because the cooled crystal at 300 K is
perfect FCC compared to the starting structure. This will
discussed in detail in Sec. III C 2.

A most sensitive measure of the phase transition~to
glass or crystal! is provided by extracting the Wendt
Abraham ~WA! parameter17 from the RDF. The Wendt–
Abraham parameter is defined byRWA5gmin /gmax where
gmin and gmax are the magnitudes of the first minimum an
first maximum of the radial distribution function~RDF!. As
shown in Fig. 1~c!, the temperature dependence ofRWA for a
transformation from a liquid to a crystal changes both
magnitude and slope at the transition to the crystal pha
indicating an intrinsic differences in structural properties b
tween a liquid and a crystal.~Below we will see that forma-
tion of a glass leads only to a change in slope.!

size
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. A heating and cooling cycle of Cu50* Cu50** at l51.0 with a heating/
cooling rate of 100 K per 25 ps (431012 K/s). ~a! Volume as a function of
temperature. The heating run shows a melting transition atT51360 K
610 K. Upon cooling, the liquid is supercooled and crystallization occur
T5650 K650 K. ~b! Radial distribution functions~RDF! for three points
on the heating and cooling runs; the random FCC crystal starting struc
~heating at T5300 K); the equilibrated liquid phase~heating at T
51600 K); the crystallized systems after quenching~cooling atT5300 K).
~c! Wendt–Abraham parameter (RWA) as a function of temperature.RWA

shows a discontinuity and change in slope at melting and crystalliza
~first-order transitions!, implying the dramatic change in a structural featu
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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FIG. 2. Heating and cooling cycle of Cu50* Cu50** at l50.9 with a heating/
cooling rate of 100 K per 25 ps (431012 K/s). ~a! Volume as a function of
temperature. Melting occurs at 1140 K610 K. Upon cooling, the system
transforms into a glass but the volume curve does not provide a clear v
for Tg . ~b! Radial distribution function~RDF! during heating and cooling
runs. Different from the starting structure~a random FCC, heating atT
5300 K), RDF~cooling atT5300 K) shows a bimodal splitting in a secon
peak, which is a characteristic of amorphous atomic packing.~c! Wendt–
Abraham parameter (RWA) as a function of temperature. TheRWA changes
slope at the glass transition in the cooling run. This leads toTg5475 K
612 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. The heating and cooling cycles for the Cu 50* Cu50**
with lÄ0.9

The same heating and cooling procedure was perform
for all l values down to 0.5. Figure 2 shows the results
heating and cooling simulation of the binary system w
l50.90. The melting occurs atTm51140 K610 K as shown
in Fig. 2~a!. Upon cooling, the change of the volume exhib
only subtle changes at the glass transition temperature.
see no dramatic drop in the volume at the glass transition
observed for the crystallization transition in Fig. 1~a!. How-
ever, we do see a change in the RDF, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
The RDF of cooling simulation atT5300 K retains the over-
all shape of the liquid phase. In contrast with the RDF
heating simulation atT5300 K, the peak at&s pair dis-
tance is completely absent, which exists only between at
belong to two adjacent closest packed planes in the FCC
HCP structures. In addition to that, the RDF of cooling sim
lation atT5300 K does show a split in the second peak. T
split is indicative of amorphous atomic packing18 and is ob-
served experimentally in all metallic glasses, but not
liquids.3

The temperature dependence of the Wendt–Abraham
rameter RWA leads to a clear intersection between tw
straight lines atTg5470 K612 K, which indicates the struc
tural arrest by the glass transition. Additional evidence
glass transition can be found in transport properties, suc
diffusivity. The temperature dependence of the diffusiv
shows a break around the glass transition temperature d
the structural arrest of atoms. Previously, we have meas
diffusivity as a function of temperature and confirmed a gl
transition.19

These studies of melting, crystallization, and the gl
transition all as a function ofl provide the material expecte
to be useful in understanding the thermodynamics of th
systems. Consequently, the figures analogous to Figs. 1 a
are available in the supplementary material.20

C. Structural properties

1. The Honeycutt –Andersen (HA) index

Glasses have no long-range order, making it difficult
analyze the structure. For such systems, we find that a
useful assessment of local structure is provided by Honey
and Andersen~HA! analysis,21 in which the local structure is
classified using a sequence of four integers (i jkl ), where the
following hold:

~1! The first integer~i! is 1 when the atoms in the root pa
are bonded, otherwise it is 2.

~2! The second integer~j! is the number of near-neighbo
atoms shared in common by the root pair.

~3! The third integer~k! is the number of nearest-neighb
bondsamongthe shared neighbors.

~4! The fourth integer~l! is needed to differentiate betwee
the cases when the first three indices are same bu
bond geometries are different.

To define whether two atoms are nearest neighbors, we
the first minimum in the partial radial distribution functio
~PRDF! for the particular pair of atoms at the temperatu
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~and pressure! being analyzed as the cutoff distance. Th
accounts for the change in volume resulting from chang
temperature~and pressure!. Since the atoms have differen
sizes, we analyze separately all three types of p
~Cu* –Cu*, Cu** –Cu** , and Cu* –Cu** ! in the Cu50* Cu50**
binary system, leading to three different cutoff distances
the pair analysis. For the ternary system, this leads to a
ferent cutoff distance for each of the six different kinds
pairs.

Table III shows the HA analysis for several structure
The pair fractions shown here are normalized so that the
over all cases for nearest neighbors (i 51) add to unity. Gen-
eral observations are as follows:

~i! The FCC structure leads only to 1421 while
~ii ! the HCP structure leads to equal amounts of 1421

1422.
~iii ! A simple icosahedron~ICOI13! has 71% 1321 and

29% 1551~also 71% 2331! while
~iv! the larger icosahedral structures lead to signific

amounts of 1311 and 1422, with decreases in 13
1551, and 2331.

Thus, in general, 1421 and 1422 pairs are characteristi
the closest packed crystalline structures~FCC and HCP!,
while 1321, 1551, and 2331 pairs are characteristics o
simple icosahedral ordering.

2. HA analysis of heating and cooling
of the Cu 50* Cu50** with lÄ1.0

Figure 3~a! shows the HA pairs as a function of temper
ture as the binary Cu50* Cu50** system withl51.0 is heated
from 300 K to 1600 K. To reduce the statistical error of th
analysis, we sampled 200 configurations uniformly separa
over the 20 ps and averaged the HA pair analysis result
each temperature. The system starts as a single FCC cr
at T5300 K, leading only to 1421 pairs. As the temperatu
increases, the 1421 pair fraction decreases smoothly
;0.23 at 1340 K, just before melting, drops quickly to 0.
by 1400 K after melting, and remains constant in the liqu
phase.

The 2331 pairs increase rapidly with temperature,
0.42 just before melting, increasing quickly to 0.65 by 14
K immediately just after melting. As the temperature i
creases further, the 2331 pairs decrease slowly, indicating
loss of local order in liquid at high temperature.

TABLE III. Honeycutt–Andersen~HA! pair fractions for several referenc
systems. Here FCC and HCP denotes bulk systems while ICOIN denotes an
icosahedral clusters with N atoms. Thus ICOI13 is a 13-atom icosahedron

1311 1321 1421 1422 1551 2331

FCC 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HCP 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.17
ICOI13 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.71
ICOI55 0.26 0.26 0.00 0.38 0.10 0.38
ICOI147 0.26 0.13 0.17 0.39 0.05 0.26
ICOI309 0.23 0.08 0.31 0.35 0.03 0.19
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The 1551 pairs follow the behavior of 2331, but le
dramatically, reaching to 0.05 just before melting, increas
quickly to 0.16 by 1400 K immediately just after meltin
The 1422 characteristic of HCP increases slowly up toTm

and then remains constant at 0.06, nearly twice the valu
1421.

In the cooling simulation@Fig. 3~b!#, the 1551 and 2331
pairs increase uniformly as the system supercools, and
decrease abruptly upon crystallization. Here 1551 drop
zero while 2331 drops to a constant value of 0.13.

FIG. 3. Honeycutt–Andersen~HA! pair fraction as a function of tempera
ture in Cu50* Cu50** at l51.0 for a heating/cooling rate of 100 K/25 ps (
31012 K/s). ~a! Heating run. Here we see that the 1421 pairs~characteristic
of FCC! decrease gradually as the temperature increases and become a
constant after melting. At the same time the 2331 and 1551 pairs increa
the temperature increases and reach a maximum immediately after me
~b! Cooling run. Here the 1421 and 1422 pairs remain small and cons
throughout the supercooled regime and then increase rapidly at crysta
tion (T5650 K). Simultaneously, the 1551 and 2331 pairs increase as
liquid supercools and then decrease abruptly upon crystallization. A
crystallization, the 1551 pair fraction becomes zero.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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At the same time the 1421 and 1422 pairs remain alm
constant in the liquid and supercooled liquid regime but
crease rapidly upon crystallization. The final values af
crystallization are 0.62 for 1421 and 0.29 for 1422, indic
ing that the crystallized sample has mostly FCC and H
phases. The coexistence of FCC and HCP in a quenched
Cu system was observed previously in MD simulations.22 It
is mostly this HCP phases that leads to 2331 pairs in
quenched sample after crystallization. The 1.02% increas
volume atT5300 K of cooling simulation compared to th
heating simulation@Fig. 1~a!# is also due to the formation o
a non-FCC phase, such as HCP.

These results show that the 1551 and 2331 pairs
strongly correlated while the 1421 and 1422 pairs are a
correlated with respect to the 1551 and 2331 pairs. This s
gests the existence of two major competing local orders:

~i! close packed FCC/HCP ordering~1421 and 1422
pairs! and

~ii ! icosahedral ordering~1551 and 2331 pairs!.

3. HA analysis of heating and cooling of the Cu 50* Cu50**
with lÄ0.9

For the binary system withl50.90, the heating simula
tion @Fig. 4~a!# shows a more rapid decrease in 1421 pa
than forl51.0, leading toTm51140 K610 K, 220 K lower.
We attribute this decrease inTm to the strain energy field
generated by the nonequivalent atomic sizes. As for
l51.0 case, the icosahedral 2331 pairs increase rapidl
0.37 just before melting, jumping to 0.72 by 1200 K~just
after melting! and then drop with increasing temperatur
Similarly, the icosahedral 1551 jumps from 0.03 just befo
melting to 0.20 by 1200 K and then drops with increasi
temperature. In the melt the 1422 pair remains constan
0.06, just as for pure Cu.

In the cooling simulation, the 1551 and 2331 pairs
crease as the temperature decreases until a maximum a
K of 0.97 for 2331 and 0.35 for 1551. Both cases seem
show a bigger increase between 700 and 600 K, but thi
not reflected in the WA analysis@Fig. 2~c!#.

In contrast with thel51.0 case, the 1421 and 1422 pa
remain almost constant at 0.03 and 0.05, respectively.
preference for 1422 over 1421 in the liquid or glass phas
characteristic of icosahedral clusters where Table III sho
that neither occurs for ICO_13, but 1422 is 38% f
ICO_55 and 39% for ICO_147, while 1421 is 0% and 17
respectively.

4. HA analysis of the Cu 50* Cu50** at TÄ300 K

Figure 5 shows the HA analysis as a function ofl for
samples cooled to 300 K for the binary and ternary syste
~again quenched from 1600 K using a 431012K/s cooling
rate!. For l.0.95 and higher the system becomes an FC
HCP crystal upon cooling, showing almost no 1551 p
character. Forl50.95 and lower, the system becomes a gl
upon cooling, leading large fractions of the 1551 and 23
pairs. Thus the binary system leads to 2331 over 90%
1551 over 30% forl50.6 to 0.9. The threshold size ratio fo
crystallization and glass transition appears to be betw
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l50.95 and 1.00. In the ternary system, the 1551 and 2
pairs show a distinct maximum atl;0.85 while the binary
system shows a maximum at 0.85 for 2331 but is rather
for 1551. For the binary system the 1551 and 2331 p
decrease abruptly belowl50.60 while the 1421 and 142
pairs increase, implying a partial crystallization. The tern
system shows a more complicated behavior with a lo
minimum atl;0.8 in the 1551 and 2331 pair fraction. Th
phenomena are discussed in more detail in Sec. III D.
should point out that these observations are for quite
quenching rates of 431012K/s. Probably lower quenching
rates would have extended the range for forming the crys
line phase to values lower than thel50.95 observed here.

FIG. 4. Honeycutt–Andersen~HA! pair fraction as a function of tempera
ture in Cu50* Cu50** at l50.9 with a heating/cooling rate of 431012 K/s. ~a!
Heating run. Here the 1421 pairs start to decrease much sooner than fo
l51.0 case@Fig. 3~a!#, leading to a lower melting temperature. Here t
2331 and 1551 pairs increase slowly as the temperature increases, rea
a maximum immediately after melting.~b! Cooling run. Here the 1551 and
2331 pairs increase continuously as the temperature decreases, whi
1421 and 1422 pairs remain relatively constant throughout the run.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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5. Analysis in terms of coordination polyhedra

The coordination polyhedron of an atom is formed
connecting the centers of atoms in the first nearest-neigh
shell with lines. According to this definition, the coordinatio
polyhedra present in the FCC and HCP structures have
shapes of cubo-octahedron~CNIFCC! and twinned cubo-
octahedron~CNIHCP!, respectively.23 Both have coordina-
tion number~CN! 12, which is the highest possible coord
nation number for a packing of uniformly sized spheres.
complex structures, a third kind of coordination polyhedr
formed by the 12 neighbors, thus the coordination num

he

ing

the

FIG. 5. Honeycutt–Andersen pair fraction as a function of atomic size r
~l! at T5300 K after the cooling run~cooling rate5431012 K/s). ~a! Bi-
nary system. At l51.0, the system has many 1421 and 1422 pairs a
almost no 1551 pairs, indicating that it is composed of FCC and H
phases. Asl decreases, the 1551 and 2331 pairs increase dramatic
showing a maximum atl;0.85. ~b! Ternary system. The systems with
l.0.95 crystallize, leading to large numbers of 1421 and 1422 pairs. Ag
the 1551 and 2331 pairs increase dramatically asl decreases, showing a
maximum atl;0.87. However, here the 1551 and 2331 pairs show a lo
minimum atl;0.8.
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12, is present. This is the icosahedron~CN12!, which is
found in large numbers of the complex crystal structures
transition metal alloys, including thes phase and the
a-manganese structure.23 However, there is no space-fillin
structure made up of icosahedron alone due to the five
axis of symmetry present in an icosahedron. To have a n
ber of CN12 in structure, Frank and Kasper proposed
higher coordination polyhedra, such as CN14, CN15,
CN16, must be present in complex crystal structures.24

Among Frank–Kasper polyhedra, CN12 is often o
served experimentally in diffraction patterns of melt-sp
metallic glasses.25 Considering metallic glasses have top
logically close packed structures, we think the random
packed icosahedra with some CN14, CN15, and CN16
be the characteristic structure of metallic glasses. The
pair analysis provides a strong evidence of this conjecture
showing large number of the 1551 and 2331 pairs with so
1661 pairs in glasses, which present mostly in Frank–Kas
polyhedra. To clarify the role of local icosahedral orderi
and the possible role of other Kasper polyhedra in glas
we have analyzed the coordination polyhedra for binary
ternary systems described above.

Table IV summarizes the geometrical characteristics
various coordination polyhedra, including their HA pair re
resentations. These characteristics can be used to identif
type of coordination polyhedra present in each sample.
0.6<l<0.9 ~glass phases!, we find a large number~ranging
from 19 to 35 out of total 500! of CN12 polyhedra with one
or two CN14, CN15, and CN16 polyhedra but zero or o
CNIFCC and CNIHCP. Therefore, we will focus on CN12 i
analyzing the coordination polyhedra in glasses.

The bars in Fig. 6~a! show the percentage of CN12 a
oms as a function ofl for the binary Cu50* Cu50** system after
cooling to T5300 K. This is 4% to 7% forl50.6 to 0.9,
where essentially all of these icosahedra have the sm
atom Cu* at the center~dark bars!. The total number of
atoms in these icosahedra~central plus 12 surface atoms! is
also shown. This peaks at 50% forl50.8 and is generally

TABLE IV. Coordination polyhedra.~a! Geometrical characteristcis of vari
ous polyhedra~SC is the surface coordination!. ~b! The number of
Honeycutt-Andersen~HA! pairs in coordination polyhedra.

Type CN12IFCC CN12IHCP CN12 CN14 CN15 CN16

~a!
Vertices
with
SC54 12 12 0 0 0 0
SC55 0 0 12 12 12 12
SC56 0 0 0 2 3 4

Edges 24 24 30 36 39 42

Faces
triangular 8 8 20 24 26 28
square 6 6 0 0 0 0

~b!
1421 12 6 0 0 0 0
1422 0 6 0 0 0 0
1551 0 0 12 12 12 12
1661 0 0 0 2 3 4
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above 30% forl50.6 to 0.9. We note that forl>0.75 the
fractions of Cu* , Cu, and Cu** atoms in the icosahedra ar
almost equal but that forl,0.75 there is very distinct frac
tionalization of the system so that mostly the smaller ato
~Cu* ! are associated with icosahedra. This implies hetero
neity in the microstructure and will be explained in conne
tion with the phase separation behavior in Sec. III D.

FIG. 6. The symbols and lines show the percentage of atoms containe
icosahedra either at the center~CN12 atoms! or at the surface as a function
of l @for T5300 K at the end of the cooling run~cooling rate54
31012 K/s)#. The stacked bars show a number of CN12 center atoms.
total number of atoms in icosahedra is less than 13 times the numbe
center atoms of icosahedra because many icosahedra share atoms with
icosahedra.~a! Binary system. Interestingly most of the CN/2 center atom
are Cu*, the smaller atom. Forl.0.75 the concentration of Cu* and Cu**
atoms in the icosahedra remains constant. Forl<0.75 the concentrations ar
clearly disparate, with the icosahedra mostly associated with Cu* ~b! Ter-
nary system. The number of CN12 center atoms is Cu*.Cu.Cu** . The
concentration of Cu* , Cu, and Cu** remains constant abovel;0.8, while
Cu** rapidly disappears from icosahedra for smallerl.
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The results for the ternary system are shown in Fig. 6~b!.
Here we see a maximum of CN12 atoms atl50.87. The
majority of CN12 atoms are the smallest ones, Cu* , with the
remainder being the middle size, Cu. The total number
atoms in these icosahedra~central plus 12 surface atoms! is
also shown. This peaks at 50% forl50.87 and is above 37%
for l50.87 to 0.92. We note that forl>0.8 the fractions of
Cu* , Cu, and Cu** atoms in the icosahedra are almost eq
but that forl,0.80 there is very distinct fractionalization o
the system so that mostly only the smaller atoms are ass
ated with icosahedra with very few of the largest. The bim
dal behavior in Fig. 6~b! of icosahedral fraction parallels th
behavior in the 1551 and 2331 pairs observed in Fig. 5~b!,
confirming that these are measuring similar features.

As demonstrated in Fig. 6, the smaller atom is oft
observed as the center of icosahedral, with binary indica
that the maximum preference for icosahedral occurs
l50.80, while ternary shows a maximum preference
l50.87. To analyze the origin of this preference, Fig.
shows the minimized potential energies of icosahedra a
function of the atomic size ratiol at T50 K. Here, the small
atom~Cu* ! is at the center and 12 large atoms~Cu** ! are at
the surface of the icosahedron. We find that the minim
potential energy for the 13-atom icosahedron is atl;0.84.
Although this study considered only the 13 atoms so that
surface atoms have only six bonds and the number rati
Cu* to Cu** is 1:12 instead of 1:1, it helps to understand t
strong preference of icosahedral structure atl;0.85 and the
preference for Cu* as the icosahedral center atoms~CN12!.

6. Analysis of topological connects

Figure 8 illustrates the three-dimensional topology of
icosahedral atoms. The Cu50* Cu50** system withl50.85 is

FIG. 7. The minimum potential energy of 13-atom icosahedral cluster
function of l. Here, Cu* ~light colored ball! is located in the center of the
cluster and the 12 Cu** atoms~dark colored ball! are located on the surface
The minimum energy is forl50.838~from a parabolic fit around the mini-
mum!.
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shown in Figs. 8~a!–8~d!. The center of CN12~icosahedra!
is shown as dark balls, which are connected with solid lin
when they share atoms in their first coordination shell. T
atoms in the CN12 coordination shell are shown as li
balls.

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show snapshots atT5800 K
~above the glass transition! separated by 19.9 ps. Here we s

a

FIG. 8. The topology of icosahedral ordering. Here we show the projec
of four unit cells on thexy plane. The centers of icosahedra are shown
dark balls which are connected with a solid line if they interpenetrate~center
atoms bonded, thus sharing five common neighbors, i.e., 1551!, share a face
~center atoms share three common neighbor atoms, i.e., 1331!, share a line
~center atoms share two common neighbor atoms!, or share a vertex~center
atoms share one common neighbor atom!: ~a! Cu50* Cu50** system with
l50.85, atT5800 K, at time50.1 ps;~b! Cu50* Cu50** system withl50.85,
at T5800 K, at time520.0 ps;~c! Cu50* Cu50** system withl50.85, atT
5300 K, at time50.1 ps; ~d! Cu50* Cu50** system with l50.85, at T
5300 K, at time520.0 ps; and ~e! Cu33.3* Cu33.3Cu33.3** system with
l50.86603, atT5300 K, at time520 ps.
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somewhat similar structural patterns but with different
oms. This suggests that above the glass temperature the
fewer icosahedron atoms~average over 20 ps simulatio
gives five icosahedron center atoms out of 500 atoms! and
that the icosahedral domains are dynamic and fluctuatin

Figures 8~c! and 8~d! show the same system atT
5300 K, well below the glass transition temperatures ag
separated by 19.9 ps. There are more icosahedron atom
the icosahedral domains persist throughout the simulatio
T5300 K.

These results combined with the temperature dep
dence of the icosahedral pairs~1551 and 2331! in Fig. 4~b!
suggest the following pictures. For temperatures above
Tg , decreasing temperature leads to increased numbe
CN12 centers, which at higher temperatures are ephem
and not highly connected@as in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!#. As these
icosahedral domains grow with decreasing temperature,
interconnect which slows the dynamic variations. At so
point the interlocking of these domains is sufficient~perhaps
when the interconnections become infinite, i.e., when t
percolate! that the domain structure remains constant. T
may correspond to the glass transition temperature. If so,
may be very similar to the formation of glassy or amorpho
phases in polymers.

The Cu33.3* Cu33.3Cu33.3** system withl50.87 is shown in
Fig. 8~e! for 300 K. Here we see interlocking icosahedr
domains much as in Figs. 8~c! and 8~d! for the binary case,
suggesting a similar picture.

D. Phase separation

1. Binary system

Figure 9~a! shows the quenched structure at 300 K
the binary Cu50* Cu50** system withl50.50. Here it is quite
clear that there are two separate phases~Cu* phase and Cu**
phase! with a well-defined phase boundary.

In Fig. 9~a! the Cu* phase appears to be disorder
while the Cu** phase appears to be ordered. This is ma
more clear in Fig. 9~b! showing the Cu* –Cu* partial RDF
~PRDF! in the liquid phase~1600 K! and upon cooling to
300 K. This shows that the Cu* has become a glass@second
peak at 0.33 nm is split just as in Fig. 2~b!#, but there is a
small amount of close packed crystalline character@the small
bump atr 5A2s, as in Fig. 1~b!#. Also, the HA analysis on
the Cu* phase gives pair fraction values of 0.13 for 14
pairs, 0.13 for 1422 pairs, 0.09 for 1551 pairs, and 0.48
2331 pairs, indicating the coexistence of crystalline and g
structures.

On the other hand, the PRDF of the Cu** phase in Fig.
9~c! shows a clear crystalline character. In addition the H
analysis on this Cu** phase gives pair fraction values of 0.3
for 1421 pairs, 0.41 for 1422 pairs, 0.02 for 1551 pairs, a
0.10 for 2331 pairs. Again, this indicates crystalline char
ter. Given that the Cu** have crystallized, we speculate th
the lack of crystallizing of the Cu* here may be because th
atomic size ratio effect on the interface per unit volume
bigger in Cu* phase combined with the rapid quenching.

To further quantify this phase separation behavior, F
10 shows the pair fraction~defined as the number of a sp
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cific pair type present in the sample normalized by the to
number of pairs in the system! after quenching atT
5300 K as a function ofl. For a binary system withl51.0,
a random alloy should give 0.25 for like pairs~Cu* –Cu* and
Cu** –Cu** ! and 0.50 for unlike pairs~Cu* –Cu** !, which
is very close to the observed values in Fig. 10. Asl de-

FIG. 9. Binary alloy withl50.50 at 300 K after cooling from the liquid
state (T51600 K). ~a! A snapshot, one unit cell. Dark colored small bal
are Cu* and light colored big balls are Cu** . Cu* and Cu** are phase
separated with Cu** showing crystalline order.~b! Partial radial distribution
function ~PRDF! of Cu* , showing a predominance of amorphous packi
~second peak split! but some FCC character.~c! PRDF of Cu** showing
FCC order.
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9868 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 18, 8 November 2003 Lee et al.
FIG. 10. The pair fraction in the binary system as a function ofl. The
fraction of unlike pairs~Cu* –Cu** ! is nearly constant abovel;0.75, but
decreases rapidly below 0.75, indicating the onset of a phase separati
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
creases, the fraction of unlike pairs decreases due to
phase separation between different atomic species. The
crease of unlike pair fraction becomes abrupt atl;0.75,
indicating the existence of a thresholdl for phase separation

Finally, we found that the phase separation behavio
closely related to the number of icosahedral atoms prese
the glass phases. At the onset of phase separation~l;0.75!,
the icosahedral character shows a local minimum@Fig. 6~a!#
and the concentrations of each atom in icosahedra sta
change noticeably asl decreases further. The smaller atom
~Cu* ! are more involved in forming icosahedra at thisl
range ~l,0.75!. This suggests the higher glass formin
chances of Cu* over Cu** in the alloy system at smalll,
which agrees with our observation in Fig. 9.

2. Ternary system

As shown in Fig. 11~a!, ternary systems show an eve
more pronounced phase separation behavior among Cu*, Cu,
and Cu** . Here we see a strong phase separation betw
the smallest~Cu* ! and the largest~Cu** !, with the interme-
diate size~Cu! forming an interfacial layer between the tw
phases. This is because the size ratio of Cu* to Cu** is 0.30.
lls
FIG. 11. Ternary alloy withl50.55 at 300 K after cooling from the liquid state (T51600 K). ~a! A snapshot, showing one unit cell. Dark colored small ba
are Cu*, light colored big balls are Cu, and dark colored big balls are Cu** . Cu* , Cu, and Cu** are phase separated with Cu** showing crystalline order.~b!
PRDF of Cu* shows an amorphous packing atT5300 K. ~c! PRDF of Cu shows an amorphous packing atT5300 K. ~d! PRDF of Cu** shows a FCC order
at T5300 K.
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when the Cu* to Cu and Cu to Cu** ratios are 0.55@Table
II ~b!#. Therefore, it is favorable to make Cu*/Cu and
Cu/Cu** interfaces rather than a Cu*/Cu** interface to ac-
commodate the size ratio induced phase separation.
separated Cu*, Cu, and Cu** phase become either glass
crystal depending on the magnitude of the size ratio and
phase separation. The Cu** –Cu** PRDF in Fig. 11~d!
shows that the Cu** phase in Fig. 11~a! is crystalline. How-
ever, the second peak splits of PRDF in Fig. 11~b! for
Cu* –Cu* and in Fig. 11~c! for Cu–Cu indicate that thes
phases are disordered~glasses!.

Figure 12 shows the pair fraction for the ternary syste
after quenching toT5300 K. The ternary system also dem
onstrates phase separation among Cu*, Cu, and Cu** as l

FIG. 12. The pair fraction in the ternary system as a function ofl. ~a! Like
pairs ~Cu* –Cu*, Cu–Cu, and Cu** –Cu** !. ~b! Unlike pairs ~Cu* –Cu,
Cu* –Cu** , and Cu–Cu** !. The Cu** –Cu** fraction increases uniformly
asl decreases from 1 to 0.65 while the other like interactions remain c
stant abovel;0.80. Below this value~l;0.80! the Cu* –Cu** pair fraction
decreases abruptly, indicating the onset of phase separation.
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decreases@like pairs in Fig. 12~a! and unlike pairs in Fig.
12~b!#. In particular, the Cu* –Cu** pair fraction decrease
rapidly at l;0.8 and becomes almost zero atl,0.7. This
implies that Cu* and Cu** have nearly no contact atl,0.7,
which is made possible by having the Cu layer between
Cu* phase and the Cu** phase@Fig. 11~a!#.

At the onset of phase separation~l;0.8!, ternary sys-
tems also show a local minimum in the icosahedral chara
@Figs. 5~b! and 6~b!#. As l decreases further, the concentr
tion of each atom in icosahedra becomes Cu*.Cu.Cu** as
shown in Fig. 6~b!. This also corresponds to the higher glas
forming chances of each atom in the order
Cu*.Cu.Cu** , which agrees with our observation i
Fig. 11.

E. Phase diagram

The phase diagrams give important information in co
trolling crystallization and phase separations. Several m
ods have been developed and used to calculate phase
grams using MD or MC simulations with hard sphere mod
or LJ potential.26,27 In particular, Hitchcock and Hall’s
paper27 describes how the size ratio and the potential w
depth ratio change the phase diagram in the model LJ m
tures. Although they used LJ potential, we predict that
qualitative feature of phase diagrams of model LJ syste
would be similar to that of the model many-body potent
systems. Some general properties obtained from this st
such as the melting point change as a function of size ra
show a good agreement with the description of the ph
diagram in the model LJ systems. The detailed calculation
phase diagrams using many-body potential is currently
the way and will be available in a separate paper.

In addition to the size ratio, it would be interesting
study the potential well depth ratio~«! effect on the structura
properties of alloy systems. Previously, we observed ph
separation atl50.5 and potential well-depth ratio51.0, but
we saw the NaCl structure formation atl50.5 and potential
well-depth ratio50.125.28 This suggests that structural prop
erties such as phase separation behavior and interme
compound formation are a function ofl and the potential
well-depth ratio. Therefore, it would be helpful to constru
phase diagrams in a broad range ofl and potential well-
depth ratio range of constituting elements using a reali
potential to relate these to the structural properties.

IV. CONCLUSION

To investigate the atomic size ratio effect on the loc
orders in metallic alloys, we carried out molecular dynam
simulations using the Q-SC many-body force field as a fu
tion of the atomic size ratio~l<1.0!. Upon melting, the alloy
system shows an abrupt increase in the local fivefold sy
metry of bonding, which does not exist in the initial crysta
line state. As the system is cooled from its liquid state, t
fivefold symmetry keeps increasing until the system reac
the phase transition point. We find three regimes of ph
transition behavior, defined by the magnitude of the atom
size ratiol:

-
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~i! When 0.95,l<1.0, crystallization occurs easily upo
cooling.

~ii ! As l decreases, we find glass formation.
~iii ! As l decreases further, we observe phase separa

rather than glass formation.

The local fivefold symmetry of bonding disappears abrup
upon crystallization, however, it stays rather constant u
glass transition due to the structural arrest.

Using Honeycutt–Anderson pair index analysis and
ordination polyhedra analysis, we find that the local fivefo
symmetry of bonding is largely due to the icosahedra form
tion. In particular, the icosahedra dominate the local orde
metallic glasses, withl;0.85 most favoring the formation o
icosahedral clusters. This is because thel;0.85 is energeti-
cally most favored in forming icosahedral clusters. Also,
find that mostly the smaller atoms are situated as the ce
of icosahedra in metallic glasses.

As l decreases further, the phase separation is obse
Generally, the phase separation promotes crystallization,
lowering the glass forming ability. The onset of the pha
separation is determined asl;0.75 ~binary system! and
l;0.80 ~ternary system!. The fivefold symmetry characte
and the number of icosahedral clusters show the local m
mum at this onset of the phase separation.
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